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Base and strong adjectives list pdf kids download pdf

The second sheet looks at words like ‘hot’ or ‘wet’, where we double the last letter before adding the suffix, and how we change words that end in a ‘y’ to be spelt with an ‘i’ before adding ‘-er’ or ‘-est’. [adjective used before a noun, to modify it] Their work was good. 8 | What are adjectives? 7 | Halloween adjectives worksheet for KS1/2 This
Halloween-themed grammar worksheet tasks pupils with circling the adjective that describes the underlined noun. In this plan, pupils will write a menu fit for a monster – lumpy eyeball soup, anyone? 1 | Adjectives teaching pack and SPaG worksheets This KS2 grammar resource provides everything you need to teach five 15-minute lessons on
adjectives. English adjectives cannot be modified by other adjectives. Extreme adjectives or non-gradable adjectives are words that mean “extremely + adjective” – for example, “freezing” means “extremely cold.” The weather can’t be “a little bit freezing” or “very freezing” – because the word “freezing” itself automatically means “extremely cold.”
Regular & Extreme Adjectives List Regular Adjective Extreme Adjective angry furious bad awful, terrible, horrible big huge, gigantic, giant clean spotless cold freezing crowded packed dirty filthy funny hilarious good wonderful, fantastic, excellent hot boiling hungry starving interesting fascinating old ancient pretty gorgeous scary terrifying small
tiny surprising astounding tired exhausted ugly hideous Special Rules for Extreme Adjectives 1) No comparatives/superlatives. Articles, for example, are the simplest. Words that describe people, places, and things, or nouns, are called adjectives. For example, the weather can be a little cold, rather cold, very cold, or extremely cold. Get all this here.
This distinguishes them from nouns, which can be. If you need help downloading the printable list, check out these helpful tips. Check it all out here. ‘The’ is the definite article, while ‘a’ and ‘an’ are indefinite articles. Give it a look here. Their job is to go through a story called The Sea Cave and make the language more exciting and descriptive.
Descriptive adjectives, or describing words, give details about a subject. They’ll learn how to identify how adjectives can help us to describe things, discover how some adjectives have a stronger effect than others, use adjectives to boost descriptions and think about synonyms to avoid repeating words. Click these links to get sheet 1 and sheet 2.
Included in the pack are two sheets of tarsia pieces; an adjective list worksheet, so children can anticipate possible synonyms; teacher’s answer sheet, showing the synonym pairs; blank tarsia sheets, so children can make their own puzzle for classmates to solve. Click here to take a peek. With regular adjectives, we can use these adverbs: a little, a
bit, slightly, fairly, rather very, extremely, immensely, intensely, hugely Examples: I’m rather hungry. Give it a go here. 12 | Adjectives for storytelling This nifty little interactive resource lets children play the role of editor at a book publishers. Adjectives are words that modify other words to make language more interesting or specific. 4 | Adjectives
list This free printable word mat offers six categories for adjective lists: people, time, good feelings, bad feelings, objects and size, with just over 100 words in total. We’re a little tired. This is often true, but it doesn’t help to distinguish adjectives from other word classes because verbs, nouns and adverbs can do the same thing.” Adjective examples It
then goes on to offer these examples of what is, and what is not, an adjective: The pupils did some really good work. The activities include identifying multiple adjectives, describing an object you’re trying to find in lost property and writing an advert. Descriptive adjectives can help you understand how something looks, how many there are, what size
it is, or what it's made of. With regular adjectives, we can use comparatives and superlatives to compare two or more things: My house is big. As well as learning about the purpose and usage of adjectives, children are challenged to come up with creative responses in their writing to this area of grammar, with colourful images included to help inspire
their work. The five SPaG lessons are designed to be taught across one week. And if you want to continue, children can then choose the best image to illustrate the story on each page, then read or print the final version. This list features activities, worksheets and ideas for your Year 1 and 2 students. Download and print here. Click on the image of the
list to download and print it. 2 | Types of adjectives There are a few different types of adjective. [adverb] It was a French grammar book. We’re completely exhausted. Printable Adjective List Learning adjectives can be a challenge for kids, but it can also be really fun. (regular) The party is really packed. Alternately, you may wish to teach the sessions
in larger chunks, spread over a longer period of time or intersperse them with different grammar, punctuation and spelling lessons. 14 | Six noun phrases resources for KS1 If you’re looking to take your adjective work further, we’ve already done some resource roundups for noun phrases and expanded noun phrases. Grab this resource here.
Adjectives are sometimes called ‘describing words’ because they pick out single characteristics such as size or colour. The National Curriculum guidance offers the following advice: “The surest way to identify adjectives is by the ways they can be used:before a noun, to make the noun’s meaning more specific (ie to modify the noun), or after the verb
be, as its complement. / I’m very hungry. Encourage kids to combine adjectives when describing items like saying "the adorable, brown dog" instead of just "the dog." Teach your child to use a thesaurus or kid's dictionary to liven up their writing and keep lists of new adjectives they discover. After a child writes a paragraph or short story, circle all
their adjectives and challenge them to come up with new adjectives to use in place of the circled ones. Or, more plainly, it is a word that describes a person or thing. Writing in elementary school is important because this is the time when kids really build their own vocabulary and writing style. Use mad lib style writing activity to help kids explore a
variety of adjectives with humor. Acceptable Agreeable Amazing Amicable Awesome Cool Cordial Excellent Exceptional Extraordinary Fair Friendly Impressive Kind Likable Magnificent Memorable Okay Outstanding Pleasant Polite Rare Satisfied Significant Sweet Well Wonderful Unique Keeping a printable list of adjectives handy can help kids find
new words to use during writing lessons or creative writing time. 15 | Eight expanded noun phrase resources for KS2 And if it’s Years 3-6 you’re teaching, you’ll find eight great resources for expanded noun phrases in this list post. Get it here. My parents’ house is more enormous / the most enormous. There are only three of these: ‘a’, ‘an’ and ‘the’.
10 | Adjective synonyms worksheet This simple little worksheet asks pupils to think of three more-exciting synonyms for the adjectives nice, kind, small, hot, cold and scary. 9 | Adjective detective game Similarly, this interactive game offers children a number of sentences and asks them to pick out the adjectives. But there are also possessive
adjectives (eg my, your), demonstrative adjectives (these, this), coordinate adjectives (where more than one adjective is linked together separated by commas such as ‘the big, blue, shiny sea), numbers adjectives (where a noun is modified by an amount, such as ‘three kittens’), interrogative adjectives (‘which’, ‘what’ and ‘whose’), indefinite adjectives
(any, many, no) and attributive adjectives (large, small, French, young, round). A list of descriptive adjectives for kids can help students better understand this part of speech and improve their writing. 5 | Adjective synonym tarsia puzzle This challenging KS2 grammar game will help get children thinking about making powerful adjective choices, by
matching adjective synonyms. Angry Bored Content Cranky Delighted Disappointed Exhausted Frightened Frustrated Furious Glum Jolly Joyful Merry Sleepy Tearful Upset Weak Weary Worn out In a world where you want to be kind and happy, positive describing words can help you be positive too. interactive story While we’re looking at all things
scary, this interactive BBC Bitesize entry on adjectives includes a video, a quiz and an interactive story about a scary, smelly yeti where children highlight the adjectives. The words pretty and really can be used with both regular and extreme adjectives: This room is pretty dirty. Vocabulary Builder Courses Download 500+ English Phrases What are
Extreme Adjectives? My neighbor’s house is bigger than mine. Buy or print flash cards with descriptive adjectives on them. However, there are other adverbs we can use to give additional emphasis to the extreme adjective: absolutely completely utterly Examples: I’m absolutely furious. You can remember this by thinking "an adjective adds
something." A descriptive adjective is one of three main types of adjectives. (superlative) With extreme adjectives, we don’t use comparatives and superlatives: My parents’ house is enormous. Now, with that out the way, let’s get on to the resources. All rights reserved. It’s an ideal stretch and challenge activity for in the classroom, or for homework.
Next, they get to add adjectives to those nouns to make the tale even better. There’s a great description of all of these with examples and a few short exercises that you should check out here. © 2022 LoveToKnow Media. [verb] It was such a bright red! [noun] He spoke loudly. / This room is extremely dirty. 3 | Adjectives list word cards Alternatively,
if you want an adjective list that you can use as word cards then this 23-page PDF features 136 words in total. The first looks at the basics, asking children to fill in sentences by adding the correct suffix of these two, and explains how with words that end in ‘e’ we drop the ‘e’ before adding the ‘-er’ or ‘-est’. Check out the pack here. / We’re immensely
tired. The resources included in this pack are: PowerPoint, adjectives worksheets, noun cards, writing plan and uplevelling sentences worksheets. Hold up a picture of a person, animal, or other noun and let kids sort through the pile of cards to find a great describing word for that picture. Some adjectives in English are gradable – that means you can
have different degrees or levels of that quality. This room is a bit dirty. Different emotion words can help you share exactly how you are feeling. Big Small Shape Colossal Baby Broad Enormous Itty-bitty Circular Gargantuan Little Curved Giant Mini Deep Gigantic Miniature Flat Huge Petite Hollow Humongous Teensy Narrow Large Teeny Square
Massive Tiny Straight Tremendous Wee Triangular Whether it's how an animal or a person is acting, descriptive adjectives about personalities can be fun and useful. This list features nine categories that cover common adjectives such as words describing feelings and words describing size. Adaptable Adventurous Affectionate Aggressive Artistic
Athletic Bold Brave Calm Cheerful Confident Clever Determined Eager Faithful Friendly Generous Helpful Lively Loving Patient Practical Relaxed Sociable Thoughtful Trustworthy Understanding Wild Willing Zany Kids have lots of emotions, and they're often very big feelings. 13 | Adjectives factsheets and worksheets This BBC Skillswise page
features a video, two downloadable factsheets and four downloadable worksheets on adjective. Look for creative ways to share adjective examples to make the most of these grammar lessons. You can also try banning certain generic adjectives to help your child think outside the box to make his writing more lively. 2) Use different adverbs with
extreme adjectives. First they have to choose better nouns from a drop down menu, to help create a spooky and tense atmosphere. / I’m extremely starving. Get this KS2 lesson plan here. “Cold” is a regular adjective, and “freezing” is an extreme adjective. There’s even a worksheet to print where they can edit another story. With extreme adjectives,
we CANNOT use these adverbs: I’m rather starving. (extreme) The party is really crowded. 11 | Adding suffixes –er or –est to adjectives These adjectives worksheets take students through the rules of adding the suffixes -er and -est. [adjective used after the verb be, as its complement] Not adjectives:The lamp glowed. (extreme) Absolute Adjectives
Another type of extreme adjective is called an “absolute” adjective. These are words that are either “yes or no.” For example, dead – you can’t be “a little bit dead” or “very dead” – either YES, you are dead, or NO, you’re not dead. Give it a play here. (regular) This room is pretty filthy. 6 | Adjectives for a monster menu lesson Looking at how
restaurants describe their dishes is the perfect way to show children the effect that descriptive words can have. Related Articles If you need an adjective to describe a child or an adult, you can use words that give details about their appearance, size, or age. [noun] Common adjectives in the English language bad best big easy good great hard high
little long new old small strong young What is an adjective phrase Also known as an adjectival phrase, this is a group of words which includes an adjective, that modifies a noun. Each descriptive adjective means something very specific, and kids can explore lists of words to find the right adjective to use at the moment. Try to use positive words that
describe a person whenever possible. Then, as an extension, write a sentence for each word they’ve just come up with. Describing words for kids focus on adjectives children have heard of or words that are easy for them to pronounce and spell. Adjectives are words that describe the qualities of something. Looks Size Age Adorable Average Ancient
Attractive Buff Baby-faced Beautiful Curvy Elderly Cute Fit Mature Gorgeous Petite Modern Handsome Tall Old Hot Short Senior Lovely Skinny Young Picture-perfect Slim Youthful If you're describing a building, animal, or object, you might want to provide details about exactly what size your subject is. (comparative) My parents’ house is
the biggest house on the street. Handily, it explains to them why they’re wrong if they pick an incorrect word, and tells them what category that word falls under. Learning to describe things using proper details will help kids improve their communication skills and have fun with the English language. The movie was utterly terrifying. Here’s a list of
absolute adjectives and their opposites (this list is not complete; it only shows some examples): Absolute Adjective Opposite complete incomplete equal unequal essential non-essential; extraneous dead alive fatal not fatal first last / final full empty ideal not ideal impossible possible infinite finite married single / divorced / separated / widowed perfect
imperfect pregnant not pregnant unique not unique universal not universal unknown known true false Note: You might hear expressions like these in spoken English: “That’s very true.” “It’s the very first time…” “This shirt is more unique than that one.” These sentences are not technically correct, because we shouldn’t use the words “very” or “more”
with absolute adjectives – but native speakers don’t always follow the rules! Now you can take the quizzes to test your knowledge of extreme adjectives: Download 500+ English Phrases Learn more about these courses An adjective is a descriptive word naming an attribute of a noun.
As an option, you may list the name of each document you are including in the envelope. For instance, if you have included many documents and need to ensure that the recipient is aware of each document, it may be a good idea to list the names. Typist initials. Typist initials are used to indicate the person who typed the letter. Download Free PDF.
English - grammar and vocabulary for cambridge advanced and proficiency. 288 Pages. English - grammar and vocabulary for cambridge advanced and proficiency. Alicia Puente Garcia. Download Download PDF. Full PDF Package Download Full PDF Package. This Paper. A short summary of this paper. Download it! Hi there! Work’s Done. Calculate
your order. ... I just finished reading this work good strong start and conclusion too. In addition follows APA guidelines. Thanks. April 18th, 2020 . 5/5 . Excellent job . March 9th, 2021 . 5/5 . Awesome Job. I'll definitely request my writer again. ... 1) Common descriptive adjectives – these are adjectives that give general features of somebody or
something. They are the adjectives of size, shape, age, colour, weight, height, make and nature. Refer to the examples in the diagram above. 2) Proper adjectives – These ones are formed from proper nouns. They are always capitalized. A-list. Cap the initial letter: A-list, D-grade. a lot. Two words. a or an before H. Use a before words whose spoken
forms begin with an /h/ sound: a hotel, a historian, a hero. Use an with words whose initial sound is a vowel, even if their written forms start with H: an heir, an honest man. ABC branding, “the ABC”
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